letters
New linear accelerator to take wing?
At a time when physics is faced with funding crises everywhere, it is reassuring to find that some research projects can still be run on mere chicken feed. In this regard, we call attention to the recent announcement, by the National Research Council of Canada, of the successful operation of a new linear chicken accelerator, or LCA (see Chemical and Engineering News, 2 November 1970, page 56). The LCA, which is capable of accelerating a fourpound chicken to speeds of 620 mph, is currently being used as a flight-impact simulator in an engineering study of airplane-bird collisions. But we believe it may have application as a i basic research instrument, since-in more familiar terms-it has a rated energy of 5 X 10 14 GeV, which makes the LCA the most powerful accelerator of its kind in the world today.
A careful study of high-energy chicken-chicken collisions, with due attention paid to the production of , virtual chickens (i.e., eggs), could lead to a resolution of an age-old question of causality, namely, which came first, the chicken or the egg? At somewhat higher energies, one could look for the production of the intermediate vector chicken, or hawk, and in general study the problem of rooster-hen coupling. I At yet higher energies, the scattering I would of course be discussed in terms of the Pomeran-chicken trajectory. | Crossing symmetry would be important There, and one could hope to discover why, or even whether, the chicken crosses the road. By simply replacing jthe chickens with ducks, one could •undoubtedly establish a threshold for [the production of quacks.
Although group-theoretical cackJa-| tions based on the eight-fowled way can ' be expected to establish a pecking order, fa really comprehensive theory would As Polaroid scientists who were there, we were distressed to see the statements presented as fact to a scientific meeting and feel they demand our response. The substantive assertion made by SESPA was the following, quoted from one of their handouts: "The Polaroid ID-2 system is now being used to produce the 15 million passbooks that every Black South African must carry at all times or else face imprisonment."
The truth is that no passbook photographs are now or have ever been taken with the ID-2 system. The revolutionary group has known this for four months.
Polaroid has no investments in South Africa, and it has no subsidiary there. Polaroid sells its products to a single, independent distributor in South Africa, Frank and Hirsch, Ltd. Sixtyfive ID-2 systems have been sold in South Africa, 52 to private businesses and 13 to the armed forces. Sales to the apartheid agency have been specifically forbidden by company policy.
When, in October, the revolutionary group first asserted that Polaroid was aiding apartheid, the company responded with a serious and extensive investigation ("Polaroid-A Corporate Guinea Pig," Boston Sunday Globe, 31 January 1971, page 1). Its aim was to determine how our other products were in fact being used in South Africa, and how, as a single US company,
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Polaroid should best use its influence against the apartheid system. The investigation determined that about 10% of the photographs in passbooks were made on Polaroid film, the photographs having been taken in government offices, private photo studios, or by itinerant photographers. The cameras used are regular Polaroid cameras and special identification cameras made by other US companies.
To determine how Polaroid should best oppose apartheid, four employees (two black and two white) went to South Africa and spent eleven days talking with over 150 people from underground black leaders to government officials. The group reported an overwhelming feeling among the black people interviewed that Polaroid could help most by keeping its business tie there, exerting pressure for reform by its presence and example, and influencing other American companies to do the same.
Polaroid was faced with the following question: Should the company cease selling its products, or should it attempt to act upon the recommendation of the South African blacks? Cutting off sales would not necessarily keep Polaroid pictures out of passbooks, since the film is available in stores throughout the world. On the other hand, staying and working for change might well produce no changes at all.
The basic decision of the Polaroid management was to stop sales of any of our products to the government, while staying in South Africa and, experimentally, trying to work for change. The experiment has several aspects. First, Frank and Hirsch is cooperating with Polaroid to raise the salaries and responsibilities of black employees. Second, Polaroid has established 500 scholarship opportunities for black South Africans. Third, the company is investigating the formation of a black-owned manufacturing subsidiary in another African country. Fourth, Polaroid will try to inspire other American companies to undertake similar experiments.
How this will turn out can not be known yet; it is an experiment. We believe it will work, and that a scientific attitude is a valid way to find the right course. If the present policy is not successful, it will be changed.
We would like to add that we believe Polaroid's goals truly are the growth of each individual and the creation of humanly useful products, and we are working to help achieve these goals. We fully appreciate the danger that science may ultimately be used for inhuman ends. But we feel that Polaroid has shown an exceptional sense of caution and responsibility throughout its history as a science-based company, and we believe that as part of such an enterprise we can best work for the humane use of science. 
Multidisciplinary research
As Marvin Goldberg has suggested (December, page 26), there are many ways that physicists can contribute to a better understanding of the problems of the environment. I wish to endorse particularly what he said about their participation in multidisciplinary teams and the need to have small multidisciplinary centers at universities that "form the glue for any serious effort in environmental education programs."
In spite of all that can be said in favor of such university centers, it has been difficult to implement them. A major problem arises in obtaining the necessary support. Although the total available funds for such centers is clearly limited, this does not appear to be the central issue. Rather, the difficulty appears to be more related to the evaluation of program proposals, which, more often than not, has been made by discipline-oriented people within the context of their discipline. One can almost be assured that a multidisci-' plinary research program will fall short of what each discipline would hope for, if that discipline were to examine the problem in its own way. We must quickly evolve an interdisciplinary means of evaluating such proposals that will not lead to a compromise in the quality of the work.
In addition, I suggest that we must guard against the feeling that everyone should join in the effort to find immediate solutions to the problems of the society. The public, and some of our Federal agencies, seem to feel that a basic understanding of these complex systems exists and that adequate solutions can be achieved simply by applying existing technology. This is simply not true, and, as Goldberger emphasizes, research is very much needed. New methodologies must be developed if we are to have any chance of coping with many of these complex issues. The responsibility of pointing this out must rest with the scientific community. We are now being charged with a lack of sensitivity to the problems of our society. Let us not open the way for a future charge that we are even incapable of developing the necessary tools for attacking them. Although research will not guarantee that all the tools will be available when needed, properly oriented research can have a profound impact upon our capabilities.
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